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ABSTRACT
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The Covid-19 pandemic outbreak caused huge impact on global financial markets. This
paper uses Hurst exponent as methodology to revisit the traditional concept of market
efficiency including stock markets and cybercurrency markets which becomes increasingly
popular these years like Bitcoin and Ethereum. The empirical tests are based on two following
hypotheses: 1. The inefficiency level of cybercurrency markets will be higher than stock
markets. 2. The inefficiency level of cybercurrency markets and stock markets will both go up
after the pandemic outbreak.
The three sufficient conditions raised by Eugene F. Fama for market efficiency are: (i)
there are no transactions costs in trading securities, (ii) all available information is costlessly
available to all market participants, and (iii) all agree on the implications of current information
for the current price and distributions of future prices of each security. However, for
investments in real financial markets, interactions between investors could be complicated and
all the three above conditions are often violated. To gain insights from practical investments
in the markets, this paper will also provide a perspective on how investors may think about
payoffs of the various assets based on conditional information! Given the personal available
conditional information and valuation function of an investor, the rational investment choice
of the investor will be on his estimated mean-variance-time line. This perspective offers
pragmatic understanding of investments in real financial markets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various assets showed unusual price movements in global markets during the Covid-19
pandemic. This phenomenon raises a new concern on traditional concept of market efficiency.
This paper first tests the market efficiency of stock markets and cybercurrency markets, which
have become increasingly popular in recent years, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. It then
discusses possible explanations to the differences of market efficiency using the theoretical
framework developed in this thesis.
In short, empirical tests of market efficiency are classified into three categories: Weak
form tests of efficient markets models focus on the information subset, which is just historical
price or return sequences, including tests of return predictability in his 1991 review. Semi:ABCDE ;CB= AF:A: C; F;;>G>FDA =<BHFA: =CIF?: <BF GCDGFBDFI J>AK JKFAKFB GLBBFDA MB>GF: N;L??@
BF;?FGAO <?? CPQ>CL:?@ MLP?>G?@ <Q<>?<P?F >D;CB=<A>CD+ )<GK >DI>Q>IL<? AF:AR KCJFQFBR >:
concerned with the adjustment of security prices to one kind of information generating event,
including event study tests in his 1991 review. Strong form tests of efficient markets model
are concerned with whether all available information is fully reflected in prices in the sense
that no individual has higher expected trading profits than others because he has monopolistic
access to some information, including test of private information in his 1991 review.
This paper uses daily close price of Bitcoin, Ethereum, S&P 500, and CSI 300 from Oct
1, 2018 to Dec 31, 2019 representing price movement before the pandemic outbreak,
comparing with daily close price of Bitcoin, Ethereum, S&P 500, and CSI 300 from Jan 1,
2020 to Mar 31, 2021 representing price movement after the pandemic outbreak. In order to
compare the level of efficiency change across different markets before and after the pandemic
outbreak, this paper uses Hurst exponent as a measurement of inefficiency level, and first takes
ln return to detrended the time series of price movement before calculating Hurst.
The inefficiency of cybercurrencies and stock markets may come from the following five
reasons: Investors are not fully rational and have strong cognitive biases; Markets have
restriction on short-selling and arbitrage; Transaction costs and costs of gathering information
1

exist; Market participants have disagreement on the implications of current information for the
current price and distributions of future prices of each asset; Prediction of future price move
is less accurate than prediction of future cash flow. There are abundant literatures in explaining
AKF ;>B:A ;CLB BF<:CD:+ "9?? ;CGL: CD FSM?<>D>DE AKF BF<:CD ;>QF >D AKF ?<AFB GK<MAFB: JK>GK >:
more targeted in analyzing the difference of inefficiency between cybercurrencies and stock
markets.
In all, cybercurrencies are more restricted on short-selling and arbitrage than stock.
Cybercurrencies have higher transaction costs than stock. Since cybercurrencies have no future
cash flow generated, any investment of cybercurrencies will be solely based on prediction of
future price move which is way more difficult than prediction of future cash flow. In view of
these observations, we are able to propose two hypotheses as the following: 1. The inefficiency
level of cybercurrency markets will be higher than stock markets. 2. The inefficiency level of
cybercurrency markets and stock markets will both go up after the pandemic outbreak. The
result of empirical tests is consistently with two proposed hypotheses.
This paper also provides a perspective that offers pragmatic understanding of
investments in real financial markets. For investments in real financial markets, interactions
between investors could be complicated and three sufficient conditions of market efficiency
proposed by Eugene F. Fama are often violated. So as to get insights from practical
investments in the markets, this paper will also provide a perspective on how investors may
think about payoffs of the various assets based on conditional information! Given the personal
available conditional information and valuation function of an investor, the rational investment
choice of the investor will be on his estimated mean-variance-time line.

2

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is the milestone of contemporary finance theory.
The development of financial theory based on EMH with the debate around it becomes the
main theme after 1970.
In 1900, a French mathematician, Louis Bachelier, published his PhD thesis, Theorie de
la Speculation (Bachelier, 1900), which explains price move of stocks as a random process.
However, the paper got ignored for half a century and rediscovered in the 1950s by Leonard
Savage.
Samuelson had begun to circulate Bachelier's work among economists around 1960s and
published a proof showing that properly anticipated prices fluctuate randomly in 1965.
&<=< TUVWXPY IF;>DFI <D NF;;>G>FDAO =<BHFA ;CB AKF ;>B:A A>=FR >D K>: ?<DI=<BH F=M>B>G<?
analysis of stock market prices that concluded that they follow a random walk. Fama (1965a)
explained how the theory of random walks in stock market prices presents important
challenges to the proponents of both technical analysis and fundamental analysis.
Given the difference layer of information set, Fama (1970) proposed a three-level market
efficiency. The first layer is called the weak form efficient market that has reflected all
information contained in historical prices. The second layer is called the semi-strong form
efficient market that has reflected all information which is publicly available. The third layer
is called the strong form efficient market that has reflected all public and even private
information.
Empirical test of weak form efficient market can be approximately classified into
:A<A>:A>G<? AF:A: C; NB<DIC= J<?H =CIF?O+ "; AKF GCF;;>G>FDA: C; >D;CB=<A>CD Q<B><P?F: L:FI AC
forecast future returns are not significantly different from zero, one concludes the model is a
good approximation to reality.
Shiller showed that stock prices move too much to be justified by subsequent changes in
dividends and raise considerable doubt on efficient markets model in 1981.

3

In 1985 Werner F. M. De Bondt and Richard Thaler (De Bondt and Thaler, 1985)
discovered that stock prices overreact, evidencing substantial weak form market inefficiencies.
This paper marked the start of behavioural finance.
&<=< JBCAF < :FZLF? G<??FI N);;>G>FDA /<M>A<? 4<BHFA:[ ""O C; K>: UV\] M<MFB >D UVVU+ 7F
reviewed the empirical findings along the three forms of efficient markets in two decades.
Thaler questioned EMH in 2009 and broke down the hypothesis into two connotations
JK>GK <BF NMB>GF >: B>EKAO <DI NDC ;BFF ?LDGKO+
'DIBFJ 2+ !C <DI '+ /B<>E 4<G0>D?<@ ;CLDI NAKF B<DIC= J<?H =CIF? >: :ABCDgly
rejected for the entire sample period (1962^1985) and for all subperiods for a variety of
aggregate returns indexes and size-:CBAFI MCBA;C?>C:O >D _]UX+
After Hansen, Shiller and Fama were rewarded Nobel Prize in Economics in 2012, the
academia in finance focuses more on empirical problems and makes creative progresses, but
some fundamental problems of EMH remains unsolved.
There are two major approaches to evaluate a hypothesis. One is to evaluate its deductive
application by empirical evidence. The other one is to evaluate its methodological foundation
by logical reasoning.
N6B>GF >: B>EKAO >: AKF GFDAB<? >IF< C; );;>G>FDA 4<BHFA 7@MCAKF:>:R JK>GK >: F=MK<:>`FI
>D AKF &<=<9: UV\] :F=>D<? M<MFB C; )47+
Mathematical Description:

The first critiZLF C; NMB>GF >: B>EKAO GCDDCA<A>CD >: :C D<ALB<? AK<A FQFD &<=< <I=>A: >A >D
K>: UV\] M<MFB <DI G<??: >A NaC>DA 7@MCAKF:F: 6BCP?F=O JK>GK =F<D: >; @CL J<DA AC AF:A =<BHFA
efficiency, you must test it jointly with an equilibrium pricing model. The problem is
4

LD<QC>I<P?F >D )47 PFG<L:F >; @CL >D:>:A >D NMB>GF >: B>EKAOR @CL DFFI AC K<QF < :A<DI<BI C;
rightness.
&<=< MFB:>:AFDA?@ L:F: NaC>DA 7@MCAKF:F: 6BCP?F=O AC ICIEF AKF PL??FA ;BC= GB>A>G:
T&<=< UVV]R _]UbY+ "A ICF: DCA :FF= ?>HF < AKFCBFA>G<? NMBCP?F=O to him but a theoretical
N=FB>AO+ 7F <?J<@: <BELF: FQ>IFDGF C; =<BHFA >DF;;>G>FDG@ AK<A CAKFB BF:F<BGKFB: ;CLDI =<@
because they use a problematic pricing model.
$KF :FGCDI GB>A>ZLF C; NMB>GF >: B>EKAO GCDDCA<A>CD >: MBCMC:FI P@ PFK<Q>CB<? FGCDC=>:A:
like Kahneman, Tversky, Thaler and Shiller. Financial markets are composed by investors and
financial instruments. Because various cognitive biases are found in ordinary investors, such
as overconfidence, representative bias, and framing effect, financial markets will
systematically deviate from efficiency.
$KF AK>BI GB>A>ZLF C; NMB>GF >: B>EKAO GCDDCA<A>CD >: B<>:FI P@ #A>E?>` <DI ,BC::=<D >D
1980. Since gathering and processing information is costly, financial markets will never
become fully efficient, otherwise investors will become a free rider of information rather than
gather and process information to make markets efficient.
Another simple critique is: If the current price accurately equals its expected value and
every investor agrees with it, why do investors buy and sell from each other in the market?

If no transaction will occur under strong form condition, Efficient Market Hypothesis
will become Efficient No-Market Hypothesis. It is quite different from equilibrium market of
goods and services, because buyer and seller have enough reason to trade in equilibrium point
in order to consume the goods and services. However, if a rational investor wants to buy a unit
of financial instrument and another rational investor also want to sell it to him, the valuation
of the unit of financial instrument must be different in the two investors assuming they have a
same risk-averse level, which is often the assumption in equilibrium pricing model.

5

"IFDA>G<? Q<?L<A>CD <DI :AB<AFE@ C; =<BHFA M<BA>G>M<DA: J>?? ;CB= < N:eemingly efficient
=<BHFAO AK<A DC CAKFB Q<?L<A>CD <DI :AB<AFE@ GCL?I CLAMFB;CB= AKF CQFBJKF?=>DE >IFDA>G<? CDFR
because arbitrage against it may lead you to bankruptcy in the short run (eg: before the burst
C; <D N<::FA PLPP?FOY+ $K>: N:FF=>DE?@ F;;>G>FDA =<BHFAO ICF:D9A DFFI AC DFGF::<B>?@ N;L??@
BF;?FGAO <?? <Q<>?<P?F >D;CB=<A>CD C; ;LALBF G<:K ;?CJR PLA :<I?@ ?CCH: NF;;>G>FDAO+
The price-seeking in financial markets is everlasting if we agree there is no such
mysterious function that could accurately predict the future like a crystal ball. The
impossibility of accurate prediction come from different sources. Soros (2013) re-emphasized
the idea of fallibility and reflexivity regarding the philosophy of social science.
Many empirical papers in asset priciDE L:F NK<BI AC PF<AO MKFDC=FDCD <: < :ABCDE
evidence that supports Efficient Market Hypothesis, but the problem is: If we use the return of
a so-G<??FI D<cQF NPL@-and-KC?IO :AB<AFE@ <: AKF =<BHFA BFALBDR AKF K<BIDF:: AC PF<A AKF BFALBD
is not a sufficient condition of market efficiency.
Assume a market only contains one stock; risk-free rate and transaction cost are both 0;
AKF :ACGH MB>GF <?J<@: N;L??@ BF;?FGA:O <?? <Q<>?<P?F >D;CB=<A>CD C; ;LALBF G<:K ;?CJ+
Case 1: The stock price goes up 1% straightly each day for a month due to genuine news.
"D AK>: G<:FR AKF NPL@-and-KC?IO :AB<AFE@ >: =<AKF=<A>G<??@ AKF CMA>=<?R DC :AB<AFE@ GCL?I
outperform it without leverage.
Case 2: The stock price goes down 1% straightly each day for a month due to genuine
DFJ:+ "D AK>: G<:FR AKF NPL@-and-KC?IO :AB<AFE@ >: =<AKF=<A>G<??@ AKF JCB:AR <D@ CAKFB :AB<AFE@
could outperform it without leverage.
Case 3: The stock price first goes up 100% in total for half a month and then goes down
50% in total for half a month ILF AC EFDL>DF DFJ:+ "D AK>: G<:FR AKF NPL@-and-KC?IO :AB<AFE@
get 0%, and the above average investors will have a very good chance to choose another
strategy (e.g. buy in the beginning and sell when the price goes down for 10%) within the
month outperform>DE AKF NPL@-and-KC?IO :AB<AFE@ PFG<L:F C; AKF KLEF ;?LGAL<A>CD+

6

Case 4: The stock price remains unchanged each day for a month due to no genuine news.
In this case, all strategies get a same 0% return and no strategy will outperform any other
strategy.
"D AKF d G<:F: <PCQFR AKF F<:>DF:: CB K<BIDF:: AC PF<A AKF NPL@-and-KC?IO BFALBD >: DCA
determined by how efficient the market is, but the mathematical structure of the price
movement.
$KF F=M>B>G<? K<BIDF:: AC PF<A AKF NPL@-and-KC?IO BFALBD >: < BFMBF:FDtation of high
competitiveness of market participants, but high competitiveness of market participants
ICF:D9A DFGF::<B>?@ ?F<I AC =<BHFA F;;>G>FDG@+
Highly similar strategy and valuation of market participants will lead to the high
competitiveness of market, but this highly similar strategy and valuation will not necessarily
N;L??@ BF;?FGAO <?? <Q<>?<P?F >D;CB=<A>CD C; ;LALBF G<:K ;?CJ+
"D PB>F;R N;L??@ BF;?FGAO =F<D: <?? AKF MBFI>GA<P?F <BF MBFI>GAFIR CAKFB: <BF MLBF?@
unpredictable. Thus, only genuine news could affect the price. However, if the current market
MB>GF K<: N;L??@ BF;?FGAFIO <?? <Q<>?<P?F >D;CB=<A>CD C; ;LALBF G<:K ;?CJR AKFBF J>?? PF DC BF<:CD
AC <::L=F AKF LDMBFI>GA<P?F J>?? PF >D ;<QCB C; NPL@-and-KC?IO :AB<AFE@ B<AKFB AK<D N:F?? :KCBAand-KC?IO :AB<AFE@+
"; JF J<DA AC ;>DI <D LDIF;F<A<P?F :AB<AFE@ P@ NPL@-and-KC?IO CB N:F?? :KCBA-and-KC?IO <
stock, the substantive difficulty is to predict E(Rt+1) at time T. In order to make a strategy that
no others can beat, at least we need to accurately predict the E(Rt+1) will be positive or
DFE<A>QF+ $KFD NPL@-and-KC?IO AKF :ACGH ;BC= A>=F $ AC A>=F $eU JKFD )T.AeUY >: MC:>A>QFR
<DI N:F?? :KCBA-and-KC?IO AKF :ACGH ;BC= A>=F $ AC A>=F $eU JKFD )T.AeUY >: DFE<A>QF+ $K>:
strategy is mathematically undefeatable without leverage. $KF =<BHFA >: NK<BI AC PF<AO >: <
fact but merely a fact. Actively managed portfolio is hard to outperform the market index ETF
may resulted from various reasons aside from market efficiency.
In short, empirical tests of market efficiency are classified into three categories:

7

Weak form tests of efficient markets models focus on the information subset, which is
just historical price or return sequences, including tests of return predictability in his 1991
review.
Semi-strong form tests of efficient markets models are concerned with whether current
MB>GF: N;L??@ BF;?FGAO <?? CPQ>CL:?@ MLP?>G?@ <Q<>?<P?F >D;CB=<A>CD+ )<GK >DI>Q>IL<? AF:AR
however, is concerned with the adjustment of security prices to one kind of information
generating event, including event study tests in his 1991 review.
Strong form tests of efficient markets model are concerned with whether all available
information is fully reflected in prices in the sense that no individual has higher expected
trading profits than others because he has monopolistic access to some information, including
test of private information in his 1991 review.

8

3. METHODOLOGY, THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

The Hurst Exponent can be calculated by rescaled range analysis (R/S analysis). For time
series, X = X1, X2R * fDR .g# <D<?@:>: =FAKCI >: F?LG>I<AFI <: ;C??CJ:[
(1) Calculate mean value m.

(2) Calculate mean adjusted series Y

(3) Calculate cumulative deviate series Z

(4) Calculate range series R

(5) Calculate standard deviation series S

Here u is the mean value from X1 to Xt.
(6) Calculate rescaled range series (R/S)

Note (R/S)t is averaged over the regions [X1, Xt], [Xt+1, X2t] until [X(m-1)t+1, Xmt] where
m=floor(n/t). In practice, to use all data for calculation, a value of t is chosen that is divisible
by n. Hurst found that (R/S) scales by power-law as time increases, which indicates:

9

Here c is a constant and H is called the Hurst Exponent. To estimate the Hurst exponent,
we plot (R/S) versus t in log-log axes. The slope of the regression line approximates the Hurst
Exponent. I; AKF 7LB:A FSMCDFDA FZL<?: AC ]+XR >A >DI>G<AF: AKF A>=F :FB>F: ICF:D9A MBCGF::
property of long-term memory and it is undistinguishable from Brownian motion. Thus, the
market is viewed as efficient if Hurst exponent equals to 0.5. Figure 1 illustrates the case that
Hurst exponent equals to 0.5.
Figure 3.1 Illustration of Brownian Motion Time Series

Notes: "#$%& ' (!). Source: Python 3.9.2

If Hurst exponent is smaller than 0.5, it indicates the time series processes property of
anti-persistent and it is distinguishable from Brownian motion. Thus, the market is viewed as
inefficient if Hurst exponent is smaller than 0.5. Figure 2 illustrates the case that Hurst
exponent equals to 0.3.
Figure 3.2 Illustration of Anti-persistent Time Series

Notes: "#$%& ' (!*. Source: Python 3.9.2

10

If Hurst exponent is bigger than 0.5, it indicates the time series processes property of
persistent and it is distinguishable from Brownian motion. Thus, the market is viewed as
inefficient if Hurst exponent is bigger than 0.5. Figure 2 illustrates the case that Hurst exponent
equals to 0.7.
Figure 3.3 Illustration of Persistent Time Series

Notes: "#$%& ' (!+. Source: Python 3.9.2

The inefficiency of cryptocurrencies and stock markets may come from the following
five reasons: (1) Investors are not fully rational and have strong cognitive biases; (2) Markets
have restriction on short-selling and arbitrage; (3) Transaction costs and costs of gathering
information exist; (4) Market participants have disagreement on the implications of current
information for the current price and distributions of future prices of each asset; and (5)
Prediction of future price movement is less accurate than prediction of future cash flow. There
are abundant literatures in explaining the first four reasons. We focus on explaining the fifth
reason, which is seen to be more appropriate for analyzing the difference in inefficiency
between cryptocurrencies and stock markets.
In classical microeconomic theory, if a buyer is willing to spend ,-. amount of cash to

FSGK<DEF ;CB < ECCI <DI < :F??FB <GGFMA:R AKF PL@FB9: LA>?>A@ ;LDGA>CD Q<?LF: =CBF ;CB AKF ECCI
than ,-. amount of cash and the seller is the opposite. The good may be durable and not be
consumed immediately. In this case, the utility calculation of the buyer or seller is a sum of

their utility that generated at different time later but discounted back to the time of this
11

transaction. If we assume investors only generate utility from the payoff of an asset, the
transaction of good is analogous to transaction of asset.
Contemporary asset pricing theory shares this straightforward idea as well. The
following formula appears almost in every asset pricing textbook:
/0 ' 12 345 6

More specifically, it appears in consumption-based asset pricing model as following:

Because 3 and 4- are both viewed as random variable, 3 is named as stochastic

discount factor (SDF). Recent literatures in asset pricing focus more on discussing 3. As real
market participants, they normally pay more attention on 4- before conducting an investment
in financial markets.

If we use 78 5 to denote the prediction function of payoff 45 , and 90 to denote the

personal available information of a market participant at &0 . It can be described as:
45 ' 78 5 2 ,0 :90 6

The well-kwon mean-variance framework created by Markowitz in 1956 is about the
final step of real investment. The biggest problem in investment practically is how to estimate
the mean and variance of the expected return of a specific asset. In order to estimate return at
&5 , we have to estimate 45 or /5 and ;5 individually.

12 45 6 ' 12 /5 < ;5 = ,0 6 ' 12 $5 ,0 6

>?$2 45 6 ' >?$2 /5 < ;5 = ,0 6 ' >?$2 $5 ,0 6

Practically, a market participant is not available to all relevant information @0 at &0 ,

individual investors have to use their personal information 90 to estimate the prediction
function 78 5 of 45 .

45 ' 78 5 2 ,0 :90 6
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However, 78 5 is very complicate and it could vary over time. Normally, investors will

try to decompose 78 0 , 78 A5 , 78 AB ... first and use them as a reference in order to estimate 78 5
thereafter. Let me use 78 0 as an illustration to show the decomposition process.
C0 ' ,0 < D0 ' 78 0 2 ,A5 :9A5 6

The common decomposition factors of market pricing function can be profitability of the
asset itself, liquidity level of market, risk-averse level of market and etc. The profitability of
asset which denotes as E- give guidance to asset picking. Market liquidity level denoted as
F- and risk-averse level denoted as ?- affect timing of trading.

40 ' 78 0 G/A5 H 2EA5 H FA5 H ?A5 H I 6:9A5 J

/0 < ;0 ' 78 0 G/A5 H 2EA5 H FA5 H ?A5 H I 6:9A5 J

For each individual factor, we could conduct this decomposition process again. For
example, the profitability of asset can be decomposed as business condition of the company
denoted as K- , development of the industry L- , macroeconomic circumstance M- and etc.
EA5 ' 7N 2KA5 H LA5 H MA5 :9A5 6

40 ' 78 0 G/A5 H 2KA5 H LA5 H MA5 H FA5 H ?A5 H I 6:9A5 J

Obviously, the interaction between those decomposed factors could be complex and nonlinear, but if we use a linear approximation to illustrate this pricing function, it may look like
the following:
40 ' OP. KA5 /A5 < OQ. LA5 /A5 < OR. MA5 /A5 < OS. FA5 /A5 < OT. ?A5 /A5 < U

However, in reality, the interaction between those decomposed factors is opaque
mathematically. Factors may overlap each other and have high correlations. Even if you run a
regression using a linear or a more sophisticated model, the result is often highly unreliable
because the interaction between those factors is substantially determined by aggregated
investment behavior of market participants which is variable over time. Thus, both the
coefficients and factors may change from &0 to &5 . Besides, some significantly relevant
13

information regarding market atmosphere or business condition may not be properly
transformed to a standard numerical value.
Therefore, even most informed professional investors are somehow walking in darkness
when they conduct an investment in reality. Because the intrinsic complexity of aggregated
investment behavior in financial markets is inevitable, investors have to rely on a manageable
principle in order to conduct investment in practice, we name it Principle of Ignorance, which
>: < MB>DG>M?F AK<A >; @CL ICD9A K<QF FDCLEK >D;CB=<A>CD AC >D;FB KCJ < GCF;;>G>FDA CB < ;<GACB
will change from &0 to &5 , you assume it remains stable. Based on Principle of Ignorance,
we are able to focus on coefficients and factors which we have relatively more information to

infer from &0 to &5 , and leave others to remain stable. However, the more you apply Principle
of Ignorance, your prediction will become more unreliable given the predictive time span. You
may have to shorten the predictive time span to reach the same confidence level of your
prediction.
For coefficients and factors which we have information to infer from &0 to &5 , there are

two layers of prediction that depend on how much relevant information you have. The first
layer is to predict a coefficient or factor will be more likely to go up or down from &0 to &5 .
The second layer is to predict how much a coefficient or factor will go up or down from &0

to &5 . The second layer requires more relevant information than the first layer. Practically,
different factors affected the prediction in different time span. Like macroeconomic

circumstance factor e, relevant information from the government statistical bureau, usually
updated quarterly, the prediction in months or even quarters. It is not able to guide daily
prediction.
On the assets we are assessing, cryptocurrencies are more restricted on short-selling and
arbitrage than stock. Cryptocurrencies have higher transaction costs than stock. Since
cryptocurrencies have no future cash flow generated, any investment of cryptocurrencies will
be solely based on prediction of future price move which is way more difficult than prediction
of future cash flow. In view of these observations, we are able to propose two hypotheses as
14

follows: Hypothesis 1: Inefficiency level of cryptocurrency markets is higher than that of stock
markets. Hypothesis 2: Inefficiency level of cryptocurrency markets and stock markets
increase during the Covid-19 pandemic.
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4. DATA AND RESULTS

This paper uses daily close price of Bitcoin, Ethereum, S&P 500, and CSI 300 from Oct
1, 2018 to Dec 31, 2019, representing the price movement before the pandemic outbreak. We
then compare with the daily close price of Bitcoin, Ethereum, S&P 500, and CSI 300 from Jan
1, 2020 to Mar 31, 2021, representing price movement after the pandemic outbreak. The data
are taken from Wind Financial Database.
We use the R/S method to calculate Hurst Exponent. To calculate Hurst Exponent, we
first take Ln return to de-trend the time series of price movement, and then uses R/S method
to calculate Hurst exponent. Results of empirical tests for each individual market are in the
following.
Figure 4.1, 4.3, 4.5, 4.7 and Table 4.1, 4.3, 4.5, 4.7 present daily close price and Ln return
of Bitcoin, Ethereum, S&P 500, and CSI 300 from Oct 1, 2018 to Dec 31, 2019, pointing to
the price movement of four markets before the pandemic outbreak.
Figure 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8 and Table 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8 present daily close price and Ln return
of Bitcoin, Ethereum, S&P 500, and CSI 300 from Jan 1, 2020 to Mar 31, 2021, pointing to
the price movement of four markets after the pandemic outbreak.
Figure 4.9, 4.11, 4.13, 4.15 present the calculation of Hurst exponent of Bitcoin,
Ethereum, S&P 500, and CSI 300 from Oct 1, 2018 to Dec 31, 2019 using R/S method,
pointing to the inefficiency level of four markets before the pandemic outbreak.
Figure 4.10, 4.12, 4.14, 4.16 present the calculation of Hurst exponent of Bitcoin,
Ethereum, S&P 500, and CSI 300 from Jan 1, 2020 to Mar 31, 2021 using R/S method,
pointing to the inefficiency level of four markets after the pandemic outbreak.
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Figure 4.1: Price and Ln R of Bitcoin Before the Pandemic Outbreak
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Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
Table 4.1: Price and Ln R of Bitcoin Before the Pandemic Outbreak

Bitcoin/USD

Ln R

Mean

6915.91884

0.00018939

Standard Error

121.538077

0.0017772

7127.01

0.00028625

Standard Deviation

2598.18734

0.03795055

Sample Variance

6750577.44

0.00144024

Kurtosis

-1.1539194

3.89210845

Skewness

0.19027346

0.00669587

9744.44

0.33060801

Minimum

3183

-0.1609543

Maximum

12927.44

0.16965366

457

456

Median

Range

Count

Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
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Figure 4.2: Price and Ln R of Bitcoin After the Pandemic Outbreak
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Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
Table 4.2: Price and Ln R of Bitcoin After the Pandemic Outbreak

Bitcoin/USD

Ln R

Mean

17859.5391

0.00462337

Standard Error

691.304964

0.00204239

10675.53

0.00368525

Standard Deviation

14762.2344

0.04356567

Sample Variance

217923564

0.00189797

Kurtosis

1.19633509

37.3424117

Skewness

1.59040818

-2.9840076

56321.4

0.66930239

Minimum

4857.1

-0.4912261

Maximum

61178.5

0.17807628

456

455

Median

Range

Count
Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
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Figure 4.3: Price and Ln R of Ethereum Before the Pandemic Outbreak
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Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
Table 4.3: Price and Ln R of Ethereum Before the Pandemic Outbreak

Ethereum/USD

Ln R

Mean

176.7891466

-0.001279774

Standard Error

2.390291964

0.002216214

174

-0.000708397

Standard Deviation

51.09860588

0.047325378

Sample Variance

2611.067523

0.002239691

Kurtosis

0.034850296

3.359381024

Skewness

0.63065642

-0.326817527

251.86

0.369835491

Minimum

83

-0.191564115

Maximum

334.86

0.178271376

457

456

Median

Range

Count

Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
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Figure 4.4: Price and Ln R of Ethereum After the Pandemic Outbreak
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Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
Table 4.4: Price and Ln R of Ethereum After the Pandemic Outbreak

Ethereum/USD

Ln R

Mean

550.850855

0.00591447

Standard Error

24.5323947

0.00264225

352.835

0.00475586

Standard Deviation

523.868596

0.05636102

Sample Variance

274438.306

0.00317656

Kurtosis

0.82230491

24.4096

Skewness

1.5068399

-2.2427703

1847.38

0.80254503

Minimum

110.3

-0.5677936

Maximum

1957.68

0.2347514

456

455

Median

Range

Count
Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
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Figure 4.5: Price and Ln R of S&P 500 Before the Pandemic Outbreak
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Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
Table 4.5: Price and Ln R of S&P 500 Before the Pandemic Outbreak

S&P 500

Ln R

Mean

2870.47368

0.0003171

Standard Error

9.53183249

0.00055223

2885.57

0.00071127

Standard Deviation

169.173244

0.00978547

Sample Variance

28619.5866

9.5755E-05

Kurtosis

-0.0533982

3.35402568

Skewness

-0.2229025

-0.3487933

Range

888.92

0.08181957

Minimum

2351.1

-0.0334163

Maximum

3240.02

0.04840324

315

314

Median

Count

Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
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Figure 4.6: Price and Ln R of S&P 500 After the Pandemic Outbreak
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Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
Table 4.6: Price and Ln R of S&P 500 Before the Pandemic Outbreak

S&P 500

Ln R

Mean

3343.26668

0.00063598

Standard Error

21.8430439

0.00114077

3345.78

0.00185513

Standard Deviation

386.442895

0.02015

Sample Variance

149338.111

0.00040602

Kurtosis

-0.300748

10.1111207

Skewness

-0.374973

-0.9121287

1737.14

0.2173353

Minimum

2237.4

-0.1276521

Maximum

3974.54

0.08968316

313

312

Median

Range

Count

Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
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Figure 4.7: Price and Ln R of CSI 300 Before the Pandemic Outbreak
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Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
Table 4.7: Price and Ln R of CSI 300 Before the Pandemic Outbreak

CSI 300

Ln R

Mean

3638.18566

0.00072274

Standard Error

18.7261413

0.00075857

3767.155

0.0001819

326.50143

0.01320427

106603.184

0.00017435

Kurtosis

-1.082468

3.22380687

Skewness

-0.62908

0.00456563

Range

1155.77

0.11796434

Minimum

2964.84

-0.0601906

Maximum

4120.61

0.05777373

304

303

Median
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance

Count

Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
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Figure 4.8: Price and Ln R of CSI 300 After the Pandemic Outbreak
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Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
Table 4.8: Price and Ln R of CSI 300 After the Pandemic Outbreak

CSI 300

Ln R

Mean

4570.30508

0.00065138

Standard Error

32.7709667

0.00085093

4691.24

0.00146064

Standard Deviation

568.555022

0.01473846

Sample Variance

323254.813

0.00021722

Kurtosis

-1.0645156

3.93266461

Skewness

0.08122747

-0.8472477

Range

2277.41

0.13721612

Minimum

3530.31

-0.082087

Maximum

5807.72

0.05512915

301

300

Median

Count
Notes: VW X ' FW2 $- 6. Source: Wind Financial Database.
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Figure 4.9 Hurst Exponent of Bitcoin Before the Pandemic Outbreak
VW2 2X]^6- 6 ' VW2O6 < " _ VW2&6

YWM77LOLMWOZ ' :"#$%& = (!): ' (![[()

Notes: Codes of algorithm are in the Appendix. Source: Python 3.9.2

Figure 4.10 Hurst Exponent of Bitcoin After the Pandemic Outbreak
VW2 2X]^6- 6 ' VW2O6 < " _ VW2&6

YWM77LOLMWOZ ' :"#$%& = (!): ' (![**\

Notes: Codes of algorithm are in the Appendix. Source: Python 3.9.2
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Figure 4.11 Hurst Exponent of Ethereum Before the Pandemic Outbreak
VW2 2X]^6- 6 ' VW2O6 < " _ VW2&6

YWM77LOLMWOZ ' :"#$%& = (!): ' (!(*+[

Notes: Codes of algorithm are in the Appendix. Source: Python 3.9.2

Figure 4.12 Hurst Exponent of Ethereum After the Pandemic Outbreak
VW2 2X]^6- 6 ' VW2O6 < " _ VW2&6

YWM77LOLMWOZ ' :"#$%& = (!): ' (![((`

Notes: Codes of algorithm are in the Appendix. Source: Python 3.9.2
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Figure 4.13 Hurst Exponent of S&P 500 Before the Pandemic Outbreak
VW2 2X]^6- 6 ' VW2O6 < " _ VW2&6

YWM77LOLMWOZ ' :"#$%& = (!): ' (!()*(

Notes: Codes of algorithm are in the Appendix. Source: Python 3.9.2

Figure 4.14 Hurst Exponent of S&P 500 After the Pandemic Outbreak
VW2 2X]^6- 6 ' VW2O6 < " _ VW2&6

YWM77LOLMWOZ ' :"#$%& = (!): ' (!()a)

Notes: Codes of algorithm are in the Appendix. Source: Python 3.9.2
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Figure 4.15 Hurst Exponent of CSI300 Before the Pandemic Outbreak
VW2 2X]^6- 6 ' VW2O6 < " _ VW2&6

YWM77LOLMWOZ ' :"#$%& = (!): ' (!(b+[

Notes: Codes of algorithm are in the Appendix. Source: Python 3.9.2

Figure 4.16 Hurst Exponent of CSI300 After the Pandemic Outbreak
VW2 2X]^6- 6 ' VW2O6 < " _ VW2&6

YWM77LOLMWOZ ' :"#$%& = (!): ' (!(ac\

Notes: Codes of algorithm are in the Appendix. Source: Python 3.9.2
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The result summary of our empirical tests is shown in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9 Hurst Exponent and Market Inefficiency
Bitcoin/USD

Ethereum/USD

S&P 500

CSI 300

Hurst Before

0.6105

0.5371

0.553

0.5471

Hurst After

0.6339

0.6002

0.5565

0.5689

Inefficiency Before

0.1105

0.0371

0.053

0.0471

Inefficiency After

0.1339

0.1002

0.0565

0.0689

Inefficiency Change

0.0234

0.0631

0.0035

0.0218

Data: Wind Financial Database. Source: Python 3.9.2

As seen from the empirical results in Table 1, the inefficiency level of Bitcoin, Ethereum,
S&P 500 and CSI 300 have gone up after the pandemic outbreak. Besides, the inefficiency
level of Bitcoin and Ethereum are higher than S&P 500 and CSI 300 after the pandemic
outbreak. The results of empirical tests corroborate with our two proposed hypotheses. We use
January 1, 2020 as the cutoff date because Wuhan Municipal Health Commission first publicly
announced the existence of pneumonia in the city on December 31, 2019 according to N$%
&'()*+,-.&/01232456O (Notification of Wuhan Municipal Health
Commission on the Current Situation of Pneumonia in Our City). The local office of World
Health Organization (WHO) in China also reported the situation to WHO on the same date.
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5. DISCUSSION AND EXPLANATION

As mentioned earlier, the inefficiency of cryptocurrencies and stock markets may
emanate from the following reasons: Investors are not fully rational and have strong cognitive
biases; Markets have restriction on short-selling and arbitrage; Transaction costs and costs of
gathering information exist; Market participants have disagreement on the implications of
current information for the current price and distributions of future prices of each asset;
Prediction of future price move is less accurate than prediction of future cash flow. After the
pandemic outbreak, both cybercurrency and stock markets become less efficient, but two
cybercurrency markets go through a more salient inefficiency rise. Bitco>D9: >DF;;>G>FDG@ level
increases 0.0234 <DI )AKFBFL=9: >DF;;>G>FDG@ level increases 0.0631R JK>?F #h6 X]]9:
inefficiency level increases 0.0035 <DI /#" b]]9: >DF;;>G>FDG@ level increases 0.0218. Bitcoin
is the largest cybercurrency traded worldwide and its market cap is 704.03 billion on March
31, 2021. Ethereum is the second largest cybercurrency traded worldwide and its market cap
is 316.59 billion on March 31, 2021.
Since Bitcoin and Ethereum aBF <::FA: JK>GK ICD9A EFDFB<AF G<:K ;?CJR >A J>?? MBCQ>IF L:
some practical insight by viewing them based on the fundamental Markowitz mean-variance
framework. Investors would get predicted payoffs at different point in time based on their
estimated prediction function:
45 ' 78 5 2 ,0 :90 6d 4B ' 78 B 2 ,0 :90 6d 4e ' 78 e 2 ,0 :90 6 I

The mean and variance of predicted payoffs can be shown as:

12 45 6 ' 1f 78 5 2 ,0 :90 6gd 12 4B 6 ' 1f 78 B 2 ,0 :90 6gd 12 4e 6 ' 1f 78 e 2 ,0 :90 6g I

>?$2 45 6 ' >?$f78 5 2 ,0 :906gd >?$2 4B 6 ' >?$f78 B 2 ,0 :906gd >?$2 4e 6 ' >?$f78 e 2 ,0 :906g I

We could then draw a mean-variance-time line by connecting these dots of prediction.

Figure 4 can be viewed as a typical illustration.
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Figure 5.1 Mean-Variance-Time Line

Notes: Visualization with hypothetical numbers. Source: GeoGebra.
The red x-axis is personal estimated variance of expected return of a given asset. The
blue z-axis is personal estimated mean of expected return of a given asset. The blue z-axis is
timeline.
Personal estimated variance of expected return tends to increase when time increases.
Because given the information available to you, the farer time you are going to predict, the
less accurate your prediction will be, normally. Personal estimated mean of expected return
varies on different point in time. Besides, when we put aside the timeline, it transforms to a
mean-variance line. Each point is personal estimated mean-variance combination in discrete
time.
The above illustration is for a normal individual investor who possesses only personal
information of a given asset, but even for a representative agent who possesses all relevant
information @0 , the process to get the estimated mean and variance of expected payoffs is the
same:

45 ' h8 5 2 ,0 :@0 6

12 45 6 ' 1f 78 5 2 ,0 :@0 6gd 12 4B 6 ' 1f 78 B 2 ,0 :@0 6gd 12 4e 6 ' 1f 78 e 2 ,0 :@0 6g I

>?$2 45 6 ' >?$f78 5 2 ,0 :@0 6gd >?$2 4B 6 ' >?$f78 B 2 ,0 :@0 6gd >?$2 4e 6 ' >?$f78 e 2 ,0 :@0 6g I

In SDF pricing model, we have:

/0 5 ' 12 345 6d /0 B ' 12 34B 6d /0 e ' 12 34e 6 I
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Different estimated payoff on different point of time will generate a different legitimate
pricing at &0 for a given asset. #K>??FB JBCAF >D K>: UViU :F=>D<? M<MFB[ N$KF F;;>G>FDA =<BHFA:

model can be described as asserting that ,- ' 1- 2 ,-_ 6. ,- is the mathematical expectation
conditional on all information available at time t of ,-_ . In other words, ,- is the optimal
forecast of ,-_ +O 'DI >D K>: _]]b BFQ>FJ[ N3>;;FBFDA ;CB=: C; AKF F;;>G>FDA =<BHFA: =CIF? I>;;FB
in the choice of the discount rate in the present value, but the general efficient markets model
can be written just as ,- ' 1- 2 ,-_ 6+O

&<=< BF>AFB<AFI AKF ;C??CJ>DE >D K>: _]Ud 1CPF? ?FGALBF[ N$KF >=M?>G>A =CIF? C; =<BHFA

equilibrium is that equilibrium expected returns are constant,
12 X-i5 :@-j 6 ' 12X6!

If the market is efficient so that 12 X-i5 :@-j 6 ' 12X-i5 :@- 6 holds, then
12 X-i5 :@- 6 ' 12X6!

However, given the personal available information and pricing function of a market
participant, the rational investment choice of the participant will be on his estimated meanvariance-time line. Thus, different pricing of a given asset could both be correct because of
different investment time span. If we assume 12X6 is constant, 12 X-iQ :@- 6 ' 12X6 will
not hold because 12 X-iQ :@- 6 is changeable such as 12 X5 :@5 6 may not equal to
12 XB :@5 6.
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6. CONCLUSION
The market inefficiency level of American stock market representing by Hurst Exponent
of S&P 500, Chinese stock market representing by Hurst Exponent of CSI 300, and
cryptocurrencies markets representing by Hurst Exponent of Bitcoin and Ethereum both go up
after the pandemic outbreak. Besides, the market inefficiency level of Bitcoin and Ethereum
are higher than S&P 500 and CSI 300 after the pandemic outbreak. The results of our empirical
tests support the two proposed hypotheses.
The basic formula of contemporary asset pricing is /0 ' 12 345 6. Most literatures

focus on discussing 3 which is called stochastic discount factor (SDF). This paper provides
an alternative explanation on how investors may think about 45 ! The efficient markets model

can be described as asserting that /- ' 1- 2 /-_ 6 . /- is the mathematical expectation
conditional on all information available at time t of /-_ . In other words, /- is the optimal

forecast of /-_ . However, given the personal available information and pricing function of a
market participant, the rational investment choice of the participant will be on his estimated

mean-variance-time line. This perspective offers useful insight on investments in real financial
markets.
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APPENDIX
1. PYTHON CODE

import sys
import math
import warnings
import numpy as np
try:
import pandas as pd
except:
pass

def __to_inc(x):
incs = x[1:] - x[:-1]
return incs

def __to_pct(x):
pcts = x[1:] / x[:-1] - 1.
return pcts

def __get_simplified_RS(series, kind):
"""
Simplified version of rescaled range

Parameters
----------

series : array-like
34

(Time-)series
kind : str
The kind of series (refer to compute_Hc docstring)
"""

if kind == 'random_walk':
incs = __to_inc(series)
R = max(series) - min(series)

# range in absolute values

S = np.std(incs, ddof=1)
elif kind == 'price':
pcts = __to_pct(series)
R = max(series) / min(series) - 1. # range in percent
S = np.std(pcts, ddof=1)
elif kind == 'change':
incs = series
_series = np.hstack([[0.],np.cumsum(incs)])
R = max(_series) - min(_series)

# range in absolute values

S = np.std(incs, ddof=1)

if R == 0 or S == 0:
return 0 # return 0 to skip this interval due the undefined R/S ratio

return R / S

def __get_RS(series, kind):
"""
Get rescaled range (using the range of cumulative sum
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of deviations instead of the range of a series as in the simplified version
of R/S) from a time-series of values.

Parameters
----------

series : array-like
(Time-)series
kind : str
The kind of series (refer to compute_Hc docstring)
"""

if kind == 'random_walk':
incs = __to_inc(series)
mean_inc = (series[-1] - series[0]) / len(incs)
deviations = incs - mean_inc
Z = np.cumsum(deviations)
R = max(Z) - min(Z)
S = np.std(incs, ddof=1)

elif kind == 'price':
incs = __to_pct(series)
mean_inc = np.sum(incs) / len(incs)
deviations = incs - mean_inc
Z = np.cumsum(deviations)
R = max(Z) - min(Z)
S = np.std(incs, ddof=1)
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elif kind == 'change':
incs = series
mean_inc = np.sum(incs) / len(incs)
deviations = incs - mean_inc
Z = np.cumsum(deviations)
R = max(Z) - min(Z)
S = np.std(incs, ddof=1)

if R == 0 or S == 0:
return 0 # return 0 to skip this interval due undefined R/S

return R / S

def compute_Hc(series, kind="random_walk", min_window=10, max_window=None,
simplified=True):
"""
Compute H (Hurst exponent) and C according to Hurst equation:
E(R/S) = c * T^H

Refer to:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurst_exponent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rescaled_range
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_walk

Parameters
---------37

series : array-like
(Time-)series

kind : str
Kind of series
possible values are 'random_walk', 'change' and 'price':
- 'random_walk' means that a series is a random walk with random increments;
- 'price' means that a series is a random walk with random multipliers;
- 'change' means that a series consists of random increments
(thus produced random walk is a cumulative sum of increments);

min_window : int, default 10
the minimal window size for R/S calculation

max_window : int, default is the length of series minus 1
the maximal window size for R/S calculation

simplified : bool, default True
whether to use the simplified or the original version of R/S calculation

Returns tuple of
H, c and data
where H and c j parameters or Hurst equation
and data is a list of 2 lists: time intervals and R/S-values for correspoding time
interval
for further plotting log(data[0]) on X and log(data[1]) on Y
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"""

if len(series)<100:
raise ValueError("Series length must be greater or equal to 100")

ndarray_likes = [np.ndarray]
if "pandas.core.series" in sys.modules.keys():
ndarray_likes.append(pd.core.series.Series)

# convert series to numpy array if series is not numpy array or pandas Series
if type(series) not in ndarray_likes:
series = np.array(series)

if "pandas.core.series" in sys.modules.keys() and type(series) == pd.core.series.Series:
if series.isnull().values.any():
raise ValueError("Series contains NaNs")
series = series.values # convert pandas Series to numpy array
elif np.isnan(np.min(series)):
raise ValueError("Series contains NaNs")

if simplified:
RS_func = __get_simplified_RS
else:
RS_func = __get_RS

err = np.geterr()
np.seterr(all='raise')
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max_window = max_window or len(series)-1
window_sizes = list(map(
lambda x: int(10**x),
np.arange(math.log10(min_window), math.log10(max_window), 0.25)))
window_sizes.append(len(series))

RS = []
for w in window_sizes:
rs = []
for start in range(0, len(series), w):
if (start+w)>len(series):
break
_ = RS_func(series[start:start+w], kind)
if _ != 0:
rs.append(_)
RS.append(np.mean(rs))

A = np.vstack([np.log10(window_sizes), np.ones(len(RS))]).T
H, c = np.linalg.lstsq(A, np.log10(RS), rcond=-1)[0]
np.seterr(**err)

c = 10**c
return H, c, [window_sizes, RS]

def random_walk(length, proba=0.5, min_lookback=1, max_lookback=100,
cumprod=False):
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"""
Generates a random walk series

Parameters
----------

proba : float, default 0.5
the probability that the next increment will follow the trend.
Set proba > 0.5 for the persistent random walk,
set proba < 0.5 for the antipersistent one

min_lookback: int, default 1
max_lookback: int, default 100
minimum and maximum window sizes to calculate trend direction
cumprod : bool, default False
generate a random walk as a cumulative product instead of cumulative sum
"""

assert(min_lookback>=1)
assert(max_lookback>=min_lookback)

if max_lookback > length:
max_lookback = length
warnings.warn("max_lookback parameter has been set to the length of the random
walk series.")

if not cumprod: # ordinary increments
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series = [0.] * length # array of prices
for i in range(1, length):
if i < min_lookback + 1:
direction = np.sign(np.random.randn())
else:
lookback = np.random.randint(min_lookback, min(i-1,
max_lookback)+1)
direction = np.sign(series[i-1] - series[i-1-lookback]) * np.sign(proba np.random.uniform())
series[i] = series[i-1] + np.fabs(np.random.randn()) * direction
else: # percent changes
series = [1.] * length # array of prices
for i in range(1, length):
if i < min_lookback + 1:
direction = np.sign(np.random.randn())
else:
lookback = np.random.randint(min_lookback, min(i-1,
max_lookback)+1)
direction = np.sign(series[i-1] / series[i-1-lookback] - 1.) * np.sign(proba
- np.random.uniform())
series[i] = series[i-1] * np.fabs(1 + np.random.randn()/1000. * direction)

return series

if __name__ == '__main__':
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# Use random_walk() function or generate a random walk series manually:
# series = random_walk(99999, cumprod=True)
np.random.seed(42)
random_changes = 1. + np.random.randn(99999) / 1000.
series = np.cumprod(random_changes)

# create a random walk from random changes

# Evaluate Hurst equation
H, c, data = compute_Hc(series, kind='price', simplified=True)

# Plot
# uncomment the following to make a plot using Matplotlib:
"""
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

f, ax = plt.subplots()
ax.plot(data[0], c*data[0]**H, color="deepskyblue")
ax.scatter(data[0], data[1], color="purple")
ax.set_xscale('log')
ax.set_yscale('log')
ax.set_xlabel('Time interval')
ax.set_ylabel('R/S ratio')
ax.grid(True)
plt.show()
"""

print("H={:.4f}, c={:.4f}".format(H,c))
assert H<0.6 and H>0.4
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